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THE ORIGIN OF REASON.
BY T. BAILEY SAUNDERS, M. A. (OXON.)
To make the theory of evohition, as propounded by
natural science, to a great extent the starting point
and basis of their studies, is one of the distinguishing
characteristics of modern philosophers ; and amongst
them Professor Noire held an important place, and,
in Germany at least, enjoyed a considerable reputation
as a patient and original student of the problems of
language and thought. He was formally introduced
to the English speaking public by Professor Max Mid-
ler, who in the Contemporary Revie^v for February 1878,
gave an interesting account of the nature and historical
antecedents of the evolutionist philosophy, as applied
to the fundamental question, how did mind originate.
That article was mainl}' devoted to a theory Professor
Noire had published on the genesis of language, in
which it was for the tirst time clearly recognized that
the results of philological research would have a very
important bearing upon all questions of philosophy.
Noire followed up his theory in three other publi-
cations ; one, Das Werkzetig, und schie Bcdeutungfiir
die Entwickeliingsgeschichte der Menschheit, dealing with
the important part played by the tool \x\ the develop-
ment of human reason ; another, on the origin of rea
son, viewed in connection with Kant's critical stand-
point, and the third. Logos, Ursprung und Wesen der
Begriffe, which carried out further and completed the
systematic exposition of the theory. A work aiming at
the formation of a theory of general ideas which
should be satisfactory alike to the metaphysician and
the physicist, and add one more argument for recon-
ciliation in the feud between philosophy and science,
professing, in the course of its speculation, to have
discovered " the protoplasm of reason," cannot fail to
be interesting to an age, the main concern of which
appears to be, not so much what man is, as whence
he comes.
To the question, whence man comes. Professor
Huxley has given a clear and definite answer. " Com-
parative anatomy," he says, " is easily able to show
that, physically, man is but the last term of a long se-
ries of forms, which lead, by slow gradations, from
the highest mammal to the almost formless speck of
living protoplasm, which lies on the shadowy boun-
dary between animal and vegetable life," while "com-
parative psychology, though but a young science, and
far short of her elder sister's growth, points to the
same conclusion."* But still there are grave difficul-
ties to be met, and no one has as j'et discovered how
it is that a nervous state can produce conciousness,
or how consciousness passes into reason. The same
brilliant exponent of scientific principles has elsewhere
admitted that "in ultimate analysis everything is in-
comprehensible, and the whole object of science is
simply to reduce the fundamental incomprehensibili-
ties to the smallest possible number."! ^^ 's evident
that the branch of knowledge which deals par excel-
lence with incomprehensibilities, Philosophy, must
have something to say in the matter.
Before he undertook the investigation of the nature
and origin of concepts. Noire set before himself to ex-
plain the evolution theory in the light of metaph3'sics.
To this end he published, some years ago, a series of
works expository of a system of monistic thought,
exemplifying, in the course of his theories, the para-
mount influence which the teaching of physical science
has had upon all recent metaphysical speculations.
We have only to point to the founder of modern phi-
losophy for a similar instance of the way in which
Science can affect Philosophy; for the universal doubt
from which Descartes started was beyond question
suggested to him by the complete revolution produced
by Copernicus and Galileo in the ordinary notions of
physical science. If all the world had been wrong in
thinking that the sun went round the earth, would it
be wonderful, Descartes might have asked, if all phi-
losophers were in error as regards their fundamental
principles. So in our day the Kantian philosophy
has been assailed with weapons forged in the school
of physical science. Let us bear in mind, however,
that it will require something more to make that
mighty fabric fall than a mere resuscitation of the
arguments on the ruins of which it was built. If Kant
is true, and if modern science is true, then they can
each present but one side of a greater truth ; and if a
reconciliation is possible, it is in this reconciliation
that our hope for the future lies. A system of monistic
thought, or monism, as it is sometimes called, endeav-
* Hume, p. 106. English Men of Letters Ser'es.
t C> iliques and Addrtssfs. p 285.
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ours to overcome the opposition between mind and
matter, as being in ultimate analysis two sides or
aspects of the same thing. The very fact that each of
these aspects of the world has resisted all attempts to
reduce it to the other, points to the hypothesis that
there is some unity underlying both. In his earlier
works, Noir6 assumed the existence of elementary
monads endowed with a property which was on one
side motion, and on the other sensation, neither being
prior to the other. Evolution was then the process
by which complex monads were formed out of simple
ones ; sensation directed motion, and room was thus
provided for a teleological principle in nature. But
there is nothing in this view which gives any intelli-
gible account of the genesis of consciousness,—the
main difficulty in all evolutionist philosophy.
The question, however, which Noire set himself
specially to consider in his later years was concerned,
not with the genesis of consciousness, but with the
genesis of reason ; or as he preferred to state it—what
is the origin, and what is the nature of Concepts? It
is undoubtedly true, as Noire recognized, that on its
answer to this question will depend the validity of an}'
theory that professes to explain the origin of the human
faculties. Even Mr. Romanes sees clearly that this is
the first and foremost difficult}' to be overcome, and
that in the attempt to show that the intelligence of
man is not generically different from that of the lower
animals, the argument will succeed or fail by the way
in which it disposes of this, the fundamental question
in all philosophical speculation. The opening words
of the preface to his Logos boldly declare that in
Noir^'s opinion the question he was approaching was
second to none in importance. " The whole question
concerning man," he says, "and his relation to the
rest of the world, is bound up with his superior knowl-
edge or Reason ; and this Reason is wholly a question
of those general or abstract ideas which are man's
peculiar property. The investigation of the nature,
origin and destiny of man will always defeat its pur-
pose, if it does not start from this question, and keep
it constantly in view as its last and greatest problem."
The thorough- going evolutionist, — of the type of
Mr. Herbert Spencer, for instance, — is ready with
his answer. Concepts or general ideas, he will declare,
are nothing but generalizations or abstractions from
our individual experience, or from the inherited ex-
perience of former generations ; and there is no fa-
culty of the human mind which cannot be traced to
some metamorphosis of the impressions received by
the senses. To this the idealist philosopher may
reply that no man would ever have received a single
impression without the co-operation of a faculty not
derivable from the excitation of the senses which ex-
ternal objects produce ; for whatever may be the case
with brutes—and it may be said again that all anal-
ogies from them are dangerous—man at least requires
some faculty essentially different from sensation to
make experience possible. Here, then, is the issue
between Philosophy, in the old and true use of the
word, and those modern disciples of science who claim
a clear insight into difficulties the solution of which
philosophers have hitherto found impossible.
Reason—the distinguishing faculty of man—may
perhaps be defined as the power of conceptual thought,
in other words, the power of seeing the Universal in
the Particular. The strongest evidence that the lower
animals are unable to reason (in this sense of the
word) is supplied by the results of an inquiry which
is more and more making good its claim to take part
in the discussion of the deepest questions of human
knowledge. Philology had for a long time the repu-
tation of being an exceedingly dry study for any one
who was not specially engaged in its researches ; for
if any study at all is to be made interesting to the
world at large, its results must be shown to affect the
current of our opinions, so that he who runs may read
them for himself. And until it was made clear that
Language is intimately bound up with our notions of
Philosophy and Religion, Philology was for the cul-
tured masses vox ct prceterea nihil. The main discov-
ery which this science has made is that the four or
five hundred roots from which by far the greatest part
of language has been built up, express not mere imi-
tational or interjectional cries, as was at one time
widely held amongst philosophers, still less the names
arbitrarily given to things, but certain human activi-
ties such as digging, spinning, pounding, etc. These
roots formed, as has been said, the residua in the phi-
lological crucible. They were the 'moenia mundi ' of
the science, beyond which it could not go. Any ex-
planation that might be given as regards their posi-
tion in the development of human thought was work
for the philosopher.* Further, these roots were ex-
pressive of general ideas, never of particular ones ;
although it must have been in relation to some parti-
cular idea that the root first found utterance. For it
is a commonplace of philosophy that the particular
can never be known. Our senses tell us that parti-
cular (single) things exist, but it is our own reason
alone which tells us that they are particulars, that they
are really single things ; that is to say, sees them as
such, as particular only because they partake in the
general idea. Now the general is not prior to the par-
ticular, nor the particular to the general ; but the gen-
eral issues in the particular, just as knowledge or
reason issues in sensible experience. If the roots are
expressive of general ideas and find their utterance in
particular ones, have we any sign of this process ?
* Mas Mnller, Lectures on die Science of Language. Vol. L Lect ire 9.
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Has Reason any distinct characteristic b}' which its
possessor may be known ? Is there anything which
marks off by a line that cannot be overstepped the ra-
tional from the irrational being ?
Yes, answered Noire, the Rubicon is language :
and if the earliest forms of language represent general
ideas, and if it is reason alone which is cognisant of
general ideas, language seems to be a mark of reason,
and the absence of the one may be allowed to denote
the absence of the other.
If, then, language is expressive in the mainofgen-
3ral ideas, what follows ? JNIonsieur Jourdain was
surprised to find that he had been talking prose all
his life without knowing it. The ordinary mortal will
express a like astonishment when he discovers that
his daily conversation is made up almost wholly of
general ideas or concepts. And yet, if he listens to
what philologists and philosophers tell him he will see
that it is so ; for no other explanation of language, in
the Greek sense as the outer side of reason, is possible.
One other conclusion may be drawn. Philology
is the Science of words, and Philosophy is the Science
of Concepts. Philosophy begins where Philology
leaves off. Knowledge is effected by the co-operation
of the mind with the excitation of the senses, and
language is also effected by the same means, in other
words, the junction of reason with particular sensa-
tions.
It was characteristic of Noire to introduce his own
investigations with a lengthy notice of the treatment
which the question had received from previous phi-
losophers, so that if possible, a clear line of develop-
ment might be shown to connect their speculations
with his own. It may be convenient, therefore, to
summarize this historical account in brief outline, and
at the same time to present Noire's view, in his own
words, of the merits or shortcomings of his prede-
cessors.
Among the Greek philosophers disputes arose as
to whether language was a natural or an arbitrary
product, but as Noire pointed out, the objective char-
acter of human knowledge was never questioned by
them ; and Plato and Aristotle, seeing there could be
no knowledge of the particular, were forced to posit
some Idea or Form as the true nature of every par-
ticular. The main contribution of Mediaeval Philos-
ophy to the question lay in the important position that
was taken up by Abelard in regard to the nature of
language. This great thinker, who may rightly be
named the Father of Conceptualism, vindicated for
the concept a position which it has ever since held.
Words are not the names of things, but of concepts;
and the concept expresses not the essential or true
nature of the thing, but only what we are able to think
of it. But of the origin of concepts or of speech no
other explanation was given than the mythological
one, that they were the immediate gift of God. The
mist of metaphysical theory in which the mediagval
age was enveloped melted away to a great extent
under the powerful light of Bacon's teaching, and the
system which was to seek the answer to the great
questions of the world in a patient investigation of the
world itself as presented to our senses, passed a cen-
tury later into the Empiricism of Locke. The mind
is a tabula rasa ; our general ideas are all derived from
simple ones through abstraction. This abstraction he
designates thought, and affirms it to be the dividing
line between man and brute. And while Professor"
Noire gave Locke the utmost credit for asserting the
inner connection between language and thought, and
for pointing out that general ideas or concepts, which
are the mental equivalents of words, form the funda-
mental elements of thought, he has some effective
criticism of Locke's method, which, even after all that
has been done and undone in philosophy since the
Essay on the Human Understanding was published, can-
not be described as superfluous.
" Every deep thinker will immediately see that this
explanation of Locke's is unsatisfactory, since a dark
and unexplained something remains ; and this forms a
mystical and not a rational foundation. I shall here
briefly indicate the chief contradictions and weak
points of his explanation, (i) It is quite inadmissible
to talk of particular and individual ideas : for general-
ity constitutes the essence of an idea. Sensible im-
pressions and experiences, which to a certain extent
may be predicated of brutes, are essentially quite dif-
ferent from ideas or concepts which are the peculiar
property of man. The confusion is chiefly owing to
the fact that the persons whom the child first learns to
know are already possessed of names, and the poverty
of the English language which has to use the word
'idea' both for concepts and sensible presentations.*
(2) There is something especially unsatisfactorj- and
contradictory in putting complex ideas first, through
the falling away and abstraction of which general
ideas are to arise. A complex idea involves the prior
existence in consciousness of its elements, which are
in this case simple and more general ideas. To do
this is to put the more difficult mental operation first,
and derive the easier from it ; which is a fundamental
pctitio principii, since the formation of ideas or con-
cepts," which is what we have to explain, is already
pre- supposed. (3) Though Locke was right in main-
taining that ideas are not innate, but can only be
evolved from experience as opportunity offers ; his
•The Germans are fond of talking of the poverty of the English language.
It must be confessed that criticism of this sort is invited by the clumsy Expe-
dient adopted in a recent translation of a German philosophical work, in
which a distinction of small and capital letters served to denote totally dif-
ferent meanings of the same word.
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greatest error lay in drawing the false conclusion that
ideas are all derived directly from experience, so that,
as he expresses himself (£ssay, 3, 9, § 18), 'simple
ideas are each but one simple perception.' Locke
did not take account of the activit}' of thought, which
is the most powerful element in the formation of ideas,
and which Kant in the Critique of Pure Reason rightly
opposes directly to passive or receptive sensation,
going so far as to call ideas functions of the mind.
Locke's opinion is rather that (^Essay, 1, 11, § 2) the
mind in respect of its simple ideas is wholly passive,
and receives them all from the existence and opera-
tions of things, such as sensation or reflexion offers
them, without being able to make any one idea : this
experience shows us. It is only as regards complex
ideas that Locke allows the mind activit)' : he even
maintains that human laws, ordinances, inventions,
etc., must have been present in the mind as complex
ideas before the realities which correspond to them
could have existed."
" However near to each other object and idea stand
in Locke's philosophj', a measureless gulf is ever fixed
between them ; since he cannot explain their genetic
connection : to the question how can sensible impres-
sions become general ideas he gives not the slightest
answer : nor is he able to say how we obtain ideas of
the so-called primary or real qualities of objects. Im-
pressions are rather alwaj's special, never general, and
lie in the subject, as he rightly says : but the real
qualities can only lie in the object itself, and how are
the}' to pass into our mind?"
Despite this criticism. Noire was very grateful for
Locke's clear recognition of words as the signs, not
of things, but of general ideas, a position which brings
the seventeenth century philosopher into direct con-
tact with modern theory on the subject of language.
From this he went on to indicate clearly the transi-
tion to Kant and the lines on which all future philoso-
phizing must proceed.
" The object of philosophy is twofold : it must by
criticism and analysis reduce all concepts to their ul-
timate elements, and do for the world of thought what
chemistry does with so much success for that of mat-
ter. It must determine the relation of concepts to the
real world, which is nothing more or less than to dis-
cover the origin of them. Here there were apparently
two possibilities: to consider either the thinking sub-
ject by itself alone, or the object by itself alone, as
what is most certain and immediate : mediaeval phi-
losophy took the first road and Locke the second, but
both ended in failure. The third possibility was first
revealed to the penetrating mind of Kant, who showed
fro[n the relation of subject to object how an object is
realized for the thinking mind and proved that we
possess a double source of knowledge in sensation and
a prioi-i forms, through the working together of which
experience and ideas arise. All philosophical specu-
lation has to build on Kant's labors, and it is only in
harmony with them that the great problem of the
origin of general ideas can be solved."
OUR NEXT NEIGHBORS.*
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
About sixty years after the Conquest of Granada
the clerical tribunal of Almeria was apprised of the fact
that a number of Moorish renegades had taken refuge
in the fastnesses of the Alpuxaras Mountains, and that
moreover a tribe of wholly unconverted heathens had
managed to survive in the summit-regions of the high-
lands known as the Sierra de Gador.
Forty- six families of those obnoxious highlanders
were actuall}' captured and duly burnt, in spite of
abundant testimony to the fact that the}' had formed
an isolated community from immemorial times and had
neither sought nor found an opportunity to acquaint
themselves with the theological theories of their neigh-
bors. A special delegation of detectives was com-
missioned by the Holy office to inquire into the
circumstances that had so long enabled a community
of pagans to elude the vigilance of the spiritual
authorities.
A commission of a less sanguinary but equally in-
quisitive Inquisition may, in times to come, perform
a pilgrimage to the uplands of the Mexican Sierras,
which for centuries will continue to conceal remnants
of actual believers in the Galilean doctrine of renun-
ciation. Highlanders are proverbially averse to in-
novations, but the conservatism of the orthodox Tyro-
lese and Basques is far surpassed by that of the Mexican
Sierra Indians, who add taciturn caution to stub-
bornness and continued to resist the pistol-armed
apostles of Spain for a hundred years after the last
skeptics of the lowlands had been bullied into con-
formity. Only thirty years ago the explorers of the
Sierra de Zalisco came upon a tribe of aborigines who
still practised the pagan -rites of their ancestors by
sacrificing birds and dried fruit at certain times of the
year; and in 1883 Dr. Hammond, in a paper read be-
fore the .American Neurological Association, described
the still stranger creed of a community of the autoch-
thones in the highlands of Western New Mexico.
Their rites, which seem to resemble the mysteries of
the old Egyptian Isis-worship, include the veneration
of an hermaphrodite, or of an unmanned male of the
human species, dressed as a woman and compelled to
engage in feminine occupation. These miijerados, as
the natives call them, are maintained at the expense
of the tribe, and as the doctor informs us, are "im-
* Copyrighted under "American Auguries."
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portant persons in the religious ceremonies which are
conducted very secretly in the spring."
If a superstition of that sort could survive from the
time of the Aztecs, it is not impossible that in the
thirtieth century of our chronological era, isolated
communities of the same Sierras will continue to prac-
tice physical self-torture for the benefit of their souls,
and attempt to conciliate the favor of heaven by the
suppression of their natural instincts.
The lowlands, on the other hand, will soon be
stimulated into industrial activity, and their climatic
privileges will foster the development of large cities
—
"shining with the light of a borrowed culture," like
the commercial centres of Italy and Hindostan, but
withal enjoying prerogatives that will enable them to
maintain a successful competition with the manufact-
uring towns of the North. On the markets of Tam-
pico and Vera Cruz vegetable products, sufficient to
support a familj' of five persons, for a day, can be
bought for one real (twelve cents), and from the coast
up to an elevation of 4,000 feet, fuel for the purposes
of house warming can be dispensed with for eleven
months in the year. Even in January, weeks of mild,
sunny weather are nothing unusual ; European sailors,
in fact, consider winter the most agreeable season for
a visit to the south-coast of Mexico, and south of the
twentieth parallel there are perhaps not more than
fifteen days in the year when the state of the weather
would make a stove-fire insure an improvement of
thermal comfort. Warm clothing is equally dispen-
sible and a rain-tight roof is the chief requisite of a
comfortable dwelling-house. Higher up, on the cen-
tral tablelands, frosts occasionally fringe the border of
lakes and brooks with a thin trimming of ice ; but the
summers make amends by greater dryness, and mere
frame-sheds with a chimney of adobe-bricks shelter
thousands of fairly comfortable families. In the sec-
ond 3'ear of the French occupation, the old convent of
San Francisco in Puebla was turned into a Govern-
ment arsenal, where thousands of natives, both men
and women, were emplo3'ed in the manufacture of
cartridges, percussion-caps and uniforms. The wages
were rather scant, but the regularity of the paydays
made the establishment so popular that the massive
old building was soon surrounded by scores of impro-
vised shanties—each with a little cooking-stove and a
canvas-roof, some even with door locks and squares
of framed window-glass.
"Is it possible those cabins have been built from
the savings of your day-laborers ?" I asked an Austrian
officer in charge of the arsenal.
"Yes, they save from fifty to eighty per cent of all
we pay them," said he, "and I do not doubt that they
would work for much less though some of them get
only three reals a day. But then they have no 'wants '
hardly, in the civilized sense of the word. A shilling
for an occasional new hood with trimmings or two
shillings for a broad brimmed hat, say once in two
years, is all they can be said to spend for articles of
anything like luxury. Most of our Cliinacos use neither
tea nor coffee, our regulations prevent them from
smoking, they eat little meat, never touch wine and
beer, read no books, take no newspapers, wear no
shoes, dispense with carpets and pictures and culti-
vate music only by proxy—by applauding a guitar-
strumming youngster. Their very pets are made to
board themselves, for I have known them to keep par-
rots that make a living by hopping about the street
in quest of garbage-piles. One of our tailors has five
little children that keep his wife at home, and he
supports them all on his individual earnings of four
reals a daj' and I have reason to believe that he saves
money besides."
The employers of such laborers will before long
compete with the most economical factory-managers
of Yankeeland. Climate, domestic habits, and the
unparalleled abundance of cheap food will turn the
scales against Anglo-American constructiveness, and
the addition of railways will develop Mexican Lyons'
and Barcelonas. The experience of the Anglicized
cities of tropical Hindostan may, however, repeat itself
in the land of our next neighbors : Industrial compe-
tition will introduce long working-hours, stuffy facto-
ries and other things unsuited to the latitude of Vera
Cruz, and the neglect of sanitary precautions will
avenge itself in the outbreak of virulent epidemics.
At least a dozen times in the history of the Straits
Settlements, plagues of that sort have swept the cabin-
suburbs of Singapore, and it is perhaps more than
prejudice that the Chinese ascribe the increase of mor-
talitj' in Canton and other southern seaports to the
innovations of the British intruders.
Incidentally complications of that kind ma}' benefit
the cause of hygiene, by furnishing a test-case for es-
tablishing the value of a remedial agent that has been
unaccountably neglected in the southern states of our
own republic, viz., the effect of artificial refrigeration.
The humanitarians of future generations will find it
difficult to realize the fact, that the same nations that
invented half a thousand different stoves, found no
time for the construction of half a dozen efficient cool-
ing-machines and seemed to consider it a mere waste
of time to mitigate the fearful midsummer-misery of
the laboring classes. In Mexico the excess of that
martyrdom may compel its abolishment ; and there is
little doubt that the manufacture of ice and of various
contrivances for the generation of cool air, will yet
come to form quite as important branches of industry
as coal-mining and the manufacture of stoves.
The gradual exhaustion of coal and wood in the
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countries of the northern temperate zone will aid in
stimulating the industrial colonization of the summer-
land-regions, where Nature dispenses our species from
one of the three chief vicissitudes of the struggle for
existence : Hunger, frost and rain-storms. As in Hin-
dostan, the advantages thus offered to the employers
of cheap labor will perhaps be abused with long im-
punity. Tropical America, with all its political revo-
lutions is not a land of pariah insurrections. Nine out
of ten times the revolts against the government of the
Spanish Creoles originate with their own congeners,
and the poor aborigines are made the tools of an am-
bitious intriguer in quarrels not of their own seeking.
" It is an undoubted fact," says a historian of British
India, "that the annals of the Hindoos furnish no in-
stance of their having turned upon their rulers, no
war of classes, no popular insurrection, not even a
great popular conspiracy. All changes have come
from above, none from below. There have been in
abundance wars of kings and wars of dynasties. There
have been revolutions in the government, revolutions
in the palace and on the throne, but no revolutions
among the people."
In Mexico the terrible oppression of the Spanish
taskmasters never provoked a serious servile insurrec-
tion ; the leaders of rival political parties quarreled
among themselves, but the peons remained passive,
and the introduction of republican forms of govern-
ment has changed but little in that respect. The
Indies mansos—the "fame Indians," as the Creoles have
fitly called them, are still the Hindoos of the New
World, and in centuries of fierce revolts against the
authority of an Anglo-American Captain General, the
descendants of the Mexican peons may continue to
labor contently for Anglo-American factory barons at
a rate of remuneration representing the equivalent of
three frugal week-day meals, with a chance for a mess
of pottage on Sunday.
KANT ON EVOLUTION.
IN CRITICISM OF MR. HERBERT SPENCER'S PRESENTATION OF
KANTISM.*
It is very strange that Mr. Herbert Spencer will
again and again attack the philosophy and ethics of
Kant for views which Kant never held. It is pos-
sible that there are disciples of Kant who deny the
theory of evolution. Yet it is certain that Kant him-
self is not guilty of this mistake. Thinkers who re-
ject the theory of evolution are in this respect as little
entitled to call themselves disciples of Kant as, for
instance, the Sadducees were to call themselves follow-
ers of Christ. Kantian philosophy was foremost in the
* See Mr. Spencer's Article in Mind, No. lix, p. 313.
recognition of the need of evolution, and that at a time
when public interest was not as yet centred upon it.
Mr. Spencer's merits in the propagation of the theory
of evolution are undeniable, and he deserves our
warmest respect and thanks for the indefatigable zeal
he has shown in the performance of this great work,
for the labors he has undergone and the sacrifices
he has made for it. Yet recognizing all that Mr. Spen-
cer has done, we should not be blind to the fact that
Kant's conception of evolution is even at the present
day more in conformity with the facts of natural sci-
ence than Mr. Spencer's philosophy, although the
latter commonly goes by the name of the philosophy
of evolution.
It is painful to note that in many places where Mr.
Spencer refers to Kant's philosophy, he does it slight-
ingly, as though Kant were one of the most irra-
tional of thinkers. Kant's reasoning is denounced
as "abnormal" and "vicious." I find such phrases
as, " It is a vice of Kant's philosophy . . .," " If Kant
had known more of Man than he did ....," etc. Mr.
Spencer characterizes Kant's method as follows :
" Instead of setting out with a proposition of which the nega-
tive is inconceivable, it sets out with a proposition of which the
affirmation is inconceivable, and proceeds to draw conclusions
therefrom."
These attacks of Mr. Spencer on Kant are not jus-
tifiable. Kant is not guilty of the faults for which he
is arraigned by Mr. Spencer.
*
* *
It is, however, fair to state that these misunder-
standings appear excusable if the difficulties are borne
in mind with which the English student of Kant is
confronted. First, Kant cannot be understood without
taking into consideration the historical development
of his philosophy, and, secondly, most translations of
the fundamental terms, he employs, are so misleading
that errors can scarcely be avoided.
Kant's philosophy is hy no means a perfected sys-
tem ; it rather represents (as perhaps necessarily all
philosophies do) the development of a thinker's mind.
The " Critique of Pure Reason" especially shows traces
of the state of Kant's mind at different periods, and
thus it is that we discover passages which closely
considered will be found to be contradictory. When
reading this remarkable work we feel like travelers
walking over the petrified relics of a powerful eruption.
There are strata of ideas of the oldest formation close
to the thoughts of a recent date. There are also ves
tiges of intermediate phases. Here they stand in.
the petrification of printed words, peacefully side by
side, as memorials of a great revolution in the devel-"
opment of human thought. It is this state of things
which more than any thing else makes of Kant's writ-
ings such difficult reading. At the same time it isob-
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vious that we cannot simply take the results of Kant's
philosophy ; we must follow him in the paths by which
he arrived at any given proposition.
There is no philosopher that has been worse mis-
interpreted than Kant ; and the English interpreters of
Kant have succeeded in mutilating his best thoughts so
that this hero of progress appears as a stronghold of
antiquated views. Mistranslations or misconceptions
of his terms are to a- great extent the cause of this
singular fate. As an instance we mention the errors
that attach to Kant's term Anschauung. Ajischauttng
is the present object of our senses ; it is the impression
a man has from looking at a thing and might have
been translated by "perception" or perhaps "sen-
sation." It is usually translated by " intuition. " The
Anschauung of objects comprises the data of knowl-
edge, and they are previous to our reflection upon
them. An intuition in the sense of the English In-
tuitionalists is defined as "a presentation which can
be given previously to all thought," yet this presenta-
tion is supposed to be a kind of revelation, a knowl-
edge that comes to us without our contemplation, a
cognition the character of which is immediate as well
as mysterious; in short something that is supernatural.
How different is Kant's philosophy, for instance, if
his position with reference to time and space is mis-
taken ! "Time and Space are our Anschauung," Kant
says. Buthis English translators declare: "Kantmain-
tained that space and time are intuitions." What a
difference it makes if intuition is interpreted in the
sense applied to it by the English Intuitionalist School
instead of its being taken in the original meaning of
the word Anschauung.
* *
Any one who knows Kant through Mr. Spencer's
representations only, must look upon him as having
the most perverse mind that could possibly exist ; and
yet it is Kant from whom Spencer has indirectly de-
rived the most characteristic feature of his philosophy.
What is Mr. Spencer's agnosticism but a popular-
ization of Kant's view that things in themselves are
unknowable ?
We conclude from the animosity which Mr. Spen-
cer shows toward Kant, that he does not know how
much in this respect he agrees with Kant, how much
he has unconsciously imbibed from the Z«V^m^ which in
part was formed under the influence of this huge error
of the great philosopher.
I feel confident that any clear thinker who studies
Kant and arrives along with him at the "thing in
itself" will soon free himself from this error of Kan-
tian thought. Kant himself suggests to us the method
by which we are to find the way out of agnosticism.
As a proof I quote the views of two independent
thinkers ; both influenced by Kant's criticism but
neither a blind follower. Professor Mach says :
" [ have always felt it as a special good fortune, that early in
my life, at about the age of fifteen, I happened to find in the li-
brary of my father Kant's Pi-ole:^i--inena lo .my fiiliire Mi-lupliysics.
The book made at that time a powerful, ineffaceable impression
upon me, that I never afterwards experienced to the same degree
in any of my philosophical reading. Some two or three years
later I suddenly discovered the superfluous rule that ' the thing
in itself ' plays."
And Schiller guided by similar considerations says
in one of his Xenions :
" Since Metaphysics, of late, without heirs to her fathers
was gathered :
" Under the hammer are now 'things in themselves '
to be sold."
The latest attack of Mr. Spencer upon Kantism is
in the article "Our Space-Consciousness," \x\. Alind,
written in reply to Professor Watson. Mr. Spencer
there repeats his misconception of Kantism, so that I
feel urged to utter a few words of protest against his
gross misrepresentation of Kant's views. I shall con-
fine myself mainly to quotations from Kant's works
—
and the passages quoted will speak for themselves.
Should there indeed be any disciples of Kant who are, as
Mr. Spencer says, "profoundly averse to that evolu-
tionary view which contemplates mind as having had
a genesis conforming to laws like those conformed to
by the genesis of the body," these quotations will
suffice to prove that they have misconstrued the views
of their master. Philosophers hostile to the theory of
evolution would better select another patron for their
ideas. Kant is too radical a mind to protect those
men who in the domains of thought give the signal
for retreat.
Mr. Spencer adopted the evolution theory as it was
presented by Von Baer, who explains " Entwickc/ung"
as a progress from the homogeneous to the heteroge-
neous.
Baer's "Developmental History of Animals" was
published in 1828. Mr. Spencer adopted the theory in
1854. But the history of the theory of evolution is
older than Von Baer's book. Professor Baer con-
cludes his work with a few corollaries among which
near the end we find the following passage :
" If we survey the contents of the whole Scholia, there fol-
lows from them a general result. We found that the effect of
generation continues to advance from a part to a whole [Schol.
2.]; that in de%'elopment, self-dependence increases in correspon-
dence with its environment [Schol. 2.], as well as the determi-
nateness of its structure [Schol. i ]; that in the internal develop-
ment special parts shape themselves forth from the more general,
and their differentiation increases [Schol. 3 ]; that the individual,
as the possessor of a fixed organic form, changes by degrees from
more general forms into more special [Schol. 5].
The general result of our inquiry and consideration can now
well be declared as follows :
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" That the developmental history of the individual is the history
of increasing individuality in every relation ; that is, Individ-
ualization.
"This general conclusion is, indeed, so plain, that it needs
no proof from observation, but seems evidenl n priori. But we
believe thai this evidentness is merely the stamp of truth, and
therefore is its guarantee. Had the history of development from
the outset been perceived as just expressed, it could and should
have been inferred, that the individual of a determinate animal
type attains to this by changing from a general into a special
form. But e.nperience teaches everywhere, that deductions are
always safer if their results are discovered beforehand by obser-
vation. Mankind would have obtained a still greater intellectual
pcssession than it really has, this had been otherwise.
"But if this general conclusion has truth and contents, it
is onefuiidaiiieiital idea which runs through all forms and degrees
of animal development, and governs every single relation. It is
the same idea that collected in space the distributed particles into
spheres and united them in solar systems ; which caused the dis-
integrated dust on the surface of our metallic planet to grow up
into living forms ; but this idea is nothing else than life itself,
and the words and syllables in which it expresses itself, are the
different forms of life."
These corollaries were not inserted by Baer be-
cause he intended to proclaim a new truth, but
simply to excite a popular interest in a strictly scien-
tific work, in order to extend the circle of its readers.
Baer says in the preface :
" So much about the first part. In order to procure for the
work readers and buyers, I have added a second part in which 1
make some general remarks under the title of Scholia and Corol-
laries. They are intended to be sketches of the confession of my
scientific faith concerning the development of animals, as it was
formed from observation of the chick and by other investiga-
tions."
The Encyclopaedia Britannica says of Baer that
he "prepared the way for Mr. Spencer's generaliza-
tion of the law of organic evolution as the law of all
evolution." *
Baer declares that individualization is " the one
fundamental idea that goes through all the forms of
cosmic and animal development." The generality of
the law of evolution is clearer in the language em-
ployed by Baer, in the full context of the Scholia, than
appears from the short statement of the Encyclopaedia
Britannica. Nevertheless it is clear enough in the
quoted passage that Baer made a statement of uni-
versal application. How can such a universal state-
ment be made more general ?
We must add here that Mr. Spencer and his dis-
ciples overvalue the importance of generalization. It
The passage in the Encyclopaedia Britannica on Baer runs as follows ;
" In his Entwickelungsgeschichtc der Thicre, p. 264, he distinctly tells
" us that the law of growing individuality is ' the fundamental thought which
"goes through all forms and degrees of animal development and all single
" relations. It is the same thought which collected in the cosmic space solar
"systems ; the same which caused the weather-beaten dust on the surface of
"our metallic planet to spring forth living beings.' Von Baer thus prepared
" the way for Mr. Spencer's generalization of the law of organic evolution as
"the law of all evolution."
is not the power of generalization that makes the
philosopher and the scientist but the power of dis-
crimination. The habit of generalizing whatever
comes under our observation is very common among
the uneducated and uncivilized, and almost nine





In Kant's time the interest in the theory of evolu-
tion was confined to a few minds. It is well known
that Goethe was one of its most enthusiastic support-
ers.* In the middle of the Eighteenth Century there
were three views proposed to explain the origin and the
development of organized beings ; (i) Occasionalism,
(2) the theory of Evolution, and (3) the theory of Epi-
genesis. Occasionalism maintained that God created
on each new occasion a new animal. The word evo-
lution was used in a different sense from that in which
it is now understood : Evolutionism, as maintained by
Bonnet, Haller, and others, was the view that the
sperma contained a very small specimen of the animal
that was to grow from it. The hen's egg was sup-
posed to contain an excessively minute but complete
chicken. The theory of epigenesis, however, pro-
pounded in 1759 by Caspar Friedrich Wolff in his
Theoria Generationis, explained development by addi-
tional growth, and it is this theory of epigenesis which
later on, after the total defeat of the old evolutionism,
was called (but improperly) the evolution theory. The
word "evolution" has thus again admitted the erro-
neous idea of an urifolding.
In Kant's time the battle between the occasion-
alists, the evolutionists, and the adherents of the
epigenesis theory was hot indeed ; and Kant unques-
tionably gave preference to the epigenesis theory. The
most important passage on the subject appears in his
" Critique of Judgment." It is as follows :
" If now the teleological principle of the generation of organ-
ized beings be accepted, as it would be, we can account for their
internally adapted form either by Occasionalism or by Prcslahil-
isiu.\ According to the first, the supreme world-cause would, in
agreement with its idea, on the occasion of every coition directly
give the proper organic form to the material thereby blended ;
according to the sscond, it would have implanted into the original
products of its designing wisdom, merely the power by means of
which an organic being produces its like and the species itself is
constantly maintained and likewise the death of individuals is con-
tinually replaced by their own nature, which is operating at the
s^me time for their destruction. If we assume Occasionalism for
the production of organized beings, nature is thereby wholly dis-
carded, and with it the use of reasoning in determining the possi-
bility of such kinds of products ; therefore, it cannot be supposed
that this system is accepted by any one who has had to do with
Philosophy."
"As to Prestabilisin, it can proceed in a two-fold manner.
Namely, it considers every organic being produced by its like either
" See Haeckel, " Goethe on Evolution," No. 131 of Tht Open Court.
t PrtEstabilismus, that is, the theory that the phenomena of nature are
the result of pre-es ablished law.
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as the cdiul or as ihe prodnct of the first. The system which con-
siders generated beings as mere eJiicts is called thit of individual
prt'forinalion, or also the theory of Evolution ; that which makes
generated beings /r<'i/«(/.t is named the system of Epigciiisis. The
latter can also be cilled a system of generic preformation, because
the productive power of those generating was virtually preformed
to agree with the internal adapted arrangements that fell to the lot
of their race. The opposing theory to this view should be named
that of individual preformation, or still better, the theory of invo-
lution."
" The defenders of the theory of Bvolution. who exempt each
individual from the formative power of nature, in order to derive
the same directly from the hand of the Creator, would not dare to
permit this to happen in accordance with the hypothesis of Occa-
sionaliim, so that coition would be a mere formality, a supreme
national world-cause having decided to form every particular fcetus
"by direct interference, and to resign to the mother only its de-
velopment and nourishment. They declared themselves in favor
of Preformation, as though it were not the same to make the re-
quired forms arise in a supernatural manner at the beginning of
the world, as during its progress ; and as if a great multitude of
supernatural arrangements would not rather be dispensed with
through occasional creation which were necessary in order that
the embryo formed at the beginning of the world should, through-
out the long period up to its development, not suffer from the de-
structive forces of nature, but endure and maintain itself intact ;
moreover an immensely greater number of such preformed beings
would be made than ever would be developed, and with them as
many creations be thus rendered unnecessary and purposeless.
They still, however, resign at least something to nature, in order
not to fall in with complete Hyperphysics, which can dispense with
explanation from nature. They still held fast indeed, to their Hy-
perphysics; even finding in monsters (which it must be impossible
to regard as designs of nature) cases of adaptation which call for
admiration, although the only purpose of that adaptedness might be
to make an anatomist take offence at it as a purposeless adapted-
ness, and have a sense of melancholy admiration. Yet they could
not well fit the generation of hybrids into the system of preforma-
tion, but were obliged still further to endow the sperm of male
creatures with a designedly acting power, whereas they had other-
wise accorded it nothing except mechanical force to serve as the
first means of nourishment of the embryo ; yet this designedly
acting force, in the case of the products of generation between
two creatures of the same kind, they would grant to neither of
them.
"If on the contrary the great advantage was not at once re-
cognized which the theory of Epigenesis possessed over the former
in view of the experimental foundation on which the proof of it
rested ; yet reason would be especially favorably predisposed from
the outset for this mode of explanation, inasmuch as it regards
nature—with reference to the things which originally can be con-
ceived as possible only in accordance with the theory of causality
and design, at least so far as propagation is concerned — as
self-producing and not merely as developing, and thus with the
least possible employment of the supernatural, leaves all that
comes afterwards, from the very beginning on, to nature : without
concerning itself with this original beginning, with regard to the
explanation of which Physics in general miscarries, try with what
chain of causes it may."
Kant recognizes neither the stability of species nor
any fixed limits between them. And this one maxim
alone suffices to prove that he was of the same opinion
as the great biologist who wrote the " Origin of Spe-
cies." Kant says (Ed. Hart. III. p. 444):
'•.Von datur vacuum formarum, that is, there are not different
original and primitive species, which were, so to say, isolated and
separated by an empty space from one another, but all the mani-
fold species are only divisions of a single, chief, and general
species ; and from this principle results again this immediate in-
ference
:
datur continuum formarum, that is, all differences of
species border on each other, and allow no transition to one an-
other by a leap, but only through very small degrees of differ-
ence, by which we can arrive at one from another ; in one word,
there are no species or sub-species which, according to reason,
would be next each other in affinity, but intermediate species are
always possible, whose difference from the first and second is less
than their difference from one another."
In Kant's "Critique of Judgment" (§. 80) we find
the following passage :
'
' The agreement of so many species of animals, with refer-
ence to a definite, common scheme, which appears not only to be
at the foundation of their bony structure, but also of the arrange-
ment of their other parts, in which, by abridgement of one and
prolongation of another, by envelopment of this and unfolding of
that, a wonderful simplicity of plan has been able to produce so
great a diversity of species—this agreement casts a ray of hope,
although a weak one, in the mind, that here, indeed, something
might be accomplished with the principle of the mechanism of
nature, without which in general there can be no physical
science. This analogy of forms, so far as they appear, notwith-
standing all their diversity, to be produced after the model of a
common prototype, strengthens the conjecture of a real relation-
ship between the same by generation from a common ancestral
source, through the gradual approach of one animal species to an-
other, from man, in whom the principle of design appears to be
best proved, to the polyp, from this to the moss and lichen, and
finally to the lowest stage of nature perceptible to us, to crude mat-
ter, from which and its forces, according to mechanical laws (like
those which work in the production of crystals), the whole
technic of nature (which is so incomprehensible to us in organized
beings that we imagine another principle is necessitated for their
explanation) appears to be derived.
' The Archaeologist of nature is now free to make thai great
familv of beings (for such we must conceive it, if the uninter-
rupted relationship is to have a foundation) arise out of the ex-
tant vestiges of her oldest revolutions, following every mechanism
known to him or which he can suppose."
Kant adds in a foot note :
" An hypothesis of such a kind can be named a daring venture
of reason, and there may be few of the most sagacious naturalists,
through whose minds it has not sometimes passed For it is
not absurd, as the generatio equivoca, by which is understood the
production of an organized being through the mechanical action of
crude unorganized matter. But it would still be generatio unreoca
in the common understanding of the word, in so far only as some-
thing organic was produced out of another organic body, although
specifically distinguished from it; for instance, if certain aquatic
animals by and by formed into amphibia, and from these after
some generations into land animals. A priori this does not contra-
dict the judgment of pure reason. Only experience shows no
example thereof ; according to it, rather, all generation which we
know is gemratio homonymx (not mere univoca in opposition to
production out of unorganized material), that is, the bringing
forth of a product homogeneous in organization, with the gener-
ator ; 3.TiA c^neratio heteronymi, so far as our actual experience o f
nature goes, is nowhere met with."
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The treatise "Presumable Origin of Humanity,"
Kant sums up in the following sentence :
" From this representation of the earliest human history it re-
sults, that the departure of man from what, as the first abode of
his kind, his judgment represented as Paradise, was no other than
the transition of mere animal creatures out of barbarism into man,
out of the leading-strings of instinct into the guidance of reason, in
a word, out of the guardianship of nature into the state of free-
dom."
In his work " Upon the Different Races of Man-
kind," Kant discusses the origin of the species of man
in a way which would do honor to a follower of Dar-
win. It is written in a spirit which recognizes the
difference of conditions as the causes that produce
different species. We select a few passages from this
work.
In a foot note we read :
" Ordinarily we accept the terms natural science [Naturbe-
schreibiing) and natural history in one and the same sense. But it
is evident that the knowledge of natural phenomena, as they now
are, always leaves to be desired the knowledge of that which they
have been before now, and through what succession of modifications
they have passed in order to have arrived, in every respect, to
their present state. Xatural History, which at present we almost
entirely lack, would teach us the changes that have affected the
form of the earth, likewise, the changes in the creatures of the
earth (plants and animals) that they have suffered by natural
transformations and, arising therefrom, the departures from the
prototype of the original species that they have experienced. It
would probably trace a great number of apparently different va-
rieties back to a species of one and the same kind, and would con-
vert the present so intricate school-system of Natural Science into
a natural system in conformity with reason."
We adduce another passage, no less remarkable in
clearness, which proves that Kant had a very definite
idea, not only of the gradual evolution of man, but also
of the survival of the fittest
:
" The cry which a child scarcely born utters, has not the tone
of misery, but of irritation, and violent rage ; not the result of
pain, but of vexation about something
; probably for the reason
that it wishes to move itself and feels its incapacity, like a captive
when freedom is taken from him. What purpose can nature
have in providing that a child shall come with a loud cry into the
world, which for it and the mother is, in the rude natural state,
full of danger ? Since a wolf, a pig even, would in the absence
of the mother, or through her feebleness owing to her delivery,
be thus attracted to devour it. But-no animal except man as he
now is announces with noise its new-born existence ; which in the
wisdom of nature appears to be thus arranged in order that the
spi-eies sliall be preserved. We must also assume that in what
was an early epoch of nature for this class of animals (namely
in the period of barbarism) this outcry of the child at its
birth did not exist ; consequently only later on a second epoch ap-
peared, after both parents had arrived at that degree of civilization
which w£s required for home-life
;
yet without knowing how and
by what interweaving causes nature arranges such a development.
This remark leads us far ; for example, to the thought whether
after the same epoch, still a third did not follow accompanied by
great natural revolutions, during which an Orang-outang or a
Chimpanzee perfected the organs which serve for walking, for feel-
ing objects, and lor speech, and thus evolved the limb-structure
of man ; in which animals was contained an organ for the exercise
of the function of reason, which by social cultivation was gradually
perfected and developed."
Kant's view concerning the origin of the biped man
from quadruped animal ancestors is most unequivo-
cally stated.
In a review of Dr. Moscati's Lecture upon the
difference of structure in animals and in men, Kant
says :
"Dr. Moscati proves that the upright walk of man is con-
strained and unnatural; that he is indeed so constructed that he may
be able to maintain and move in this position, but that, although by
needful and constant habit he "formed himself thus, inconvenience
and disease arise therefrom, which sufficiently prove, that he was
misled by reason and imitation to deviate from the first animal
arrangement. Man is not constructed internally different from
other animals that go on all fours. When now he raises him-
self his intestines, particularly the embryo of pregnant individuals,
come into a pendulous situation and a half reversed condition, which,
if it often alternates with the lying position or that on all-fours,
cannot precisely produce specially evil consequences, but, by con-
stant continuance, causes deformities and numerous diseases.
Thus, for example, the heart, because it is compelled to hang free,
elongates the blood vessels to which it is attached, assumes an
oblique position since it is supported by the diaphragm and
slides with its end against the left side—a position wherein man,
especially at full growih, differs from all other animals, and thereby
receives an inevitable inclination to aneurism, palpitation, asthma,
chest-dropsy, etc. etc. With the upright position of man the
mesentery, pulled down by the weight of the intestines, sinks per-
pendicularly thereunder, is elongated and weakened, and prepared
for numerous ruptures. In the mesenteric vein which has no
valves, the blood moves slowly and with greater difficulty (it hav-
ing to ascend against the course of gravity) than would happen
with the horizontal position of the trunk "
" We could add considerably to the reasons just adduced to
show that our animal nature is really quadrupedal. Among all four-
footed animals there is not a single one that could not swim if it
accidentally fell into the water. Man alone drowns, except in
cases where he has learned to swim. The reason is because he
has laid aside the habit of going on all-fours ; for it is by this mo-
tion that he would keep himself up in the water without the ex-
ercise of any art, and by which all four-footed creatures, who
otherwise shun the water, swim "
" It will be seen, accordingly, that the first care of nature was
that man should be preserved as animal for himself and his specie ,
and for that end the position best adapted to his internal struc-
ture, to the lay of the foetus, and to his preservation in danger,
was the quadrupedal position ; we see, moreover, that a germ of
reason is placed in him, whereby, after the development of the
same, he is destined for social intercourse, and by the aid of which
he assumes the position which is in every case the most fitted for
this, namely, the bipedal position,—thus gaining upon the ore
hand infinite advantages over animals, but also being obliged to
put up with many inconveniences that result from his holding his
head so proudly above his old companions."
The history of Mr. Spencer's philosophical devel-
opment shows that the first idea which took posses-
sion of his mind and formed the centre of crystaliza-
tion for all his later views was M. Condorcet's optim-
ism. Condorcet believed in progress ; he was con-
vinced that in spite of all the tribulations and anxie-
ties of the present, man would at last arrive at a state
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of perfection. He saw a millenium in his prophetic
mind, which alas !—if the law of evolution be true
—
can never be realized. Condorcet died a martyr to
his ideals. He poisoned himself in 1799 to escape
death by the guillotine.
The influence of Condorcet's wcrk Esquisse d'tai
tableau historique des progres de I'esprit humain is trace
able not only in Mr. Spencer's first book "So-
cial Statics," published in 1850, but in all his later
writings. How can a true evolutionist believe in the
Utopia of a state of perfect adaptation ? Does not
each progress demand new adaptations? Take as an
instance the change from walking on four feet to an
upright gait. Did not this progress itself involve
man in new difficulties, to which he had to adapt him-
self? Let a labor-saving machine be invented, how
many laborers lose their work and how many others
are in demand ! The transition from one state to the
other is not easy, and as soon as it is perfected
new wants have arisen which inexorably drive human-
ity onward on the infinite path of progress which can
never be limited by any state of perfection. There is
a constant readjustment necessar}', and if we really
could reach a state of perfect adaptation human life
would drop into the unconsciousness of mere reflex
motions.
Any one who understands the principle of evo-
lution and its universal applicability, will recognize
that there can be no standstill in the world, no state
of perfect adaptation. Our solar system has evolved,
as Kant explained in his " General Cosmogony and
Theor)' of the Heavens," out of a nebula, and is going
to dissolve again into a nebular state. So our social
development consists in a constant realization of ideals.
We may think that if we but attain our next and
dearest ideal, humanity will be satisfied forever. But
as soon as we have realized that ideal, we quickly get
accustomed to its benefits. It becomes a matter of
course and another ideal higher still than that just
realized appears before our mental gaze.
Herder, in his " Ideas for a Philosophy of the His-
tor)' of Mankind," not unlike Mr. Spencer, was also
under the spell of the Utopian ideal, that humanity
will reach at last a state of perfect happiness. Kant,
in his review of Herder's book, discusses the relativity
of happiness and its insufficiency as a final aim of life.
He says :
" First of all the happiness of an animal, then that of a child
and of a youth, and lastly that of man ! Inall epochs of human
history, as well as among all classes and conditions of the same
epoch, that happiness has obtained which was in exact conformity
with the individual's ideas and the degree of his habituation to
the conditions amid which he was born and raised. Indeed, it is
not even possible to form a comparison of the degree of happiness
nor to give precedence to one class of men or to one generation
over another. ... If this shadow-picture of happiness .... were
the actual aim of Providence, every man would have the measure
of his own happiness within him .... Does the author (Herder)
think perhaps that, if the happy inhabitants of Otaheite had never
been visited by more civilized peoples and were ordained to live
in peaceful indolence for thousands of years to come—that we
could give a satisfactory answer to the question why they should
exist at all, and whether it would not hive been just as well that
this island should be occupied by happy sheep and cattle as that
it should be inhabited b/ m:n whj are happy only through pure
enjoyment ?"
" It iiivolves no contradiction to say that no individual mem-
ber of all the offspring of the humm race, but thai only the spe-
cies, fully attains its mission (Bestimmung). The mathematician
may explain the matter in his way. The philosopher would say :
the mission of the human race as a whole is unceasing progress,
and the perfection (Vollendung) of this mission is a mere idea (al-
though in every aspect a very useful one) of the aim towards
which, in conformity with the design of providence, we are to di-
rect our endeavors."
It is indubitable that Kant's views of evolution
agree better with the present state of scientific inves-
tigation, than does Mr. Spencer's philosophy, which
has never been freed from Condorcet's ingenuous op-
timism. The assumption of a final state of perfection
by absolute adaptation is irreconcilable with the idea
of unceasing progress, which must be true, if evolution
is a universal law of nature. p. c.
CORRESPONDENCE.
A'WAY WITH OGRES AND FAIRIES !
To ^he Editor of The Open Court :—
The writer of the article thus entitled (p. 2471) must him-
self have been one of the boys who " at fifteen smile to think they
ever were so silly as to consider the story of Cinderella to be
' truly true.' " Fortunately, Mr. Rood to the contrary, such boys,
or girls either, are rare. At that age young people still retain, if
they have healthy minds, their love for the romances of their
childhood, and they have begun to see that there is a truth embalmed
in all such stories, however much it may be overlaid by fictitious
incidents. The assertion that as civilization advances fewer per-
sons of mature years care for what are known as folk-tales, is exactly
contrary to the truth. It is only during the existing generation
that their true significance has been ascertained, and societies have
been formed in every civilized country to add to our knowledge of
the apparently childish stories of the past. So far from its being
desirable that they should be abolished, they should be retained
and utilized, as they well might be, for the purposes of education.
Surely it would be better to continue the enjoyment which
the infant mind derives from its innocent romances, and at a proper
age explain their true sense, than to get rid of them altogether.
If the truth, or even the probability, of the details of a story is to
be regarded as the proper test of fitness for reading, what a
large proportion of the " fiction " which forms almost the sole
reading of many grown up men, no less than women, would have
to be tabooed ! The sensational literature of this description does
much mischief, and it can seldom be made useful for a moral pur-
pose. In many "fairy stories," quite apart from the views of
nature they express, which however much distorted are valuable
as revealing the ideas entertained by the fathers of our race, a
distinct moral is conveyed. The moral is sometimes not very de-
finite, and in many cases expresses merely the general truth that
good will ultimately triumph over evil, or love over hate, but this
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is the highest of all teachings, and embraces all moral truths. In
fact, one of the chief objects of many of the folk-tales which have
been handed down to us was the teaching of morality ; just as the
Buddhist jS///'/;-.5'/<"7>j were intended to show the gradual progress
of the Buddha towards moral perfection, and thus to teach his fol-
lowers the principles by which they should be guided in the con-
duct of life.
It is unfortunately true that the tendency of the American
people is too practical, and yet from one point of view they are not
practical enough. The latter feature is shown in their disregard,
not merely for the past, but for the present except so far as it af-
fects the immediate necessities of the individual or the community.
It has been said, and with truth, that many of the social and po-
litical questions which from time to time agitate the public mind
in this country, have been long since worked out by other peoples,
of whose experience there is here profound ignorance. Never-
theless the spirit of enquiry is awakened, and at this very time it
is being directed towards a comparison of the folk-stories of the
negro-race with those of the white race, a work which will show
in what particulars their moral and other ideas agree or differ, and
incidentally how far the negro is capable of receiving further
civilization. If such stories had been treated a generation ago in
the way proposed by Mr. Rood, in European countries as well as
in America—for the same rule must apply to both—a vast mass of
information as to the mental condition of our forefathers, and
therefore, as to the origin of many of our own ideas, would have
been lost to the world.
The retention of fairy tales does not necessitate, however, the
exclusion of other stories. Young children have the greatest avidity
for tales, and child-stories which have been written in recent
years have delighted many thousands of youthful readers or listen-
ers. To be acceptable, however, they must be full of incident,
which can easily be made to convey a moral lesson. Stories re-
lating to natural phenomena, of the character referred to by Mr.
Rood, could hardly be made sufficiently attractive to the child-
mind, but, even if they could be, they should be reserved for the
time of instruction, and not for hours of mental recreation. From
personal observation and experience, I should judge that the
reading of " fairy tales," or even stories of pirates and bandits, has
not such a deleterious effect as is pictured by Mr. Rood. There
is some truth in what he says as to the " Santa Clans" delusion.
It is certainly carrying matters too far to teach children that an
old man actually brings them presents on Christmas Eve. But to
be perfectly consistent, they should be told that Christmas day is
the anniversary, not of the birth of Christ, but of the awakening
to new life of animated nature. If any ' ' personality " is connected
with Christmas it is that of the Solar deity, the giver of all good
gifts to men, with whose attributes the founder of Christianity has
been clothed. C. Staniland Wake.
BOOK REVIEWS.
Manual of Psychometrv : the Dawn of a New Civilization.
Third Edition. By Joseph Rodes Buchanan, M. D, Published
by the author—6 James Street, Boston.
The venerable author of this Manual states that it is forty-two
years since the discovery and public demonstration of the science
and art of Psychometry, and he adds that it is widely known and
is an honorable and useful profession. Psychometry is Dr. Bu-
chanan's discovery and its name signifies smtl-iiwasuring. As a
science and philosophy, it is declared to show "the nature, the
scope, and the modus oforaiidi of the divine powers in man and
the anatomical mechanism through which they are manifested,"
while as an art " it shows the method of utilizing these psychic
faculties in the investigation of character, disease, physiology, bi-
ography, history, pasleontology, philosophy, anthropology, medi-
cine, geology, astronomy, theology, and supernal life and des-
tiny." If all that Dr. Buchanan claims for psychometry is true,
the science of " soul-measuring " is undoubtedly the greatest dis-
covery of ihe age. It is said to depend on a faculty of " intuition "
which resides in the nervous substance located in the fore-part of
the brain, and is specially connected with the interior portion of
the frontal lobe and thence with the organ of sensibility in the in-
terior part of the middle lobe. The agent employed to excite in-
tuitional activity is the " aura " of the old mesmerists, whose ideas
with those of the phrenologists, somewhat modified, are repro-
duced by Dr. Buchanan, with the addition of what he terms " pro-
phetic intuit-on." Undoubtedly he mentions various curious facts
some of which agree with the phenomena of hypnotic somnambul-
ism, but if all the incidents related in his book were accepted as
true, the claims made by "psychometry" could not be main-
tained. The statement that "the mind endowed with psycho-
metric intuition becomes independent of history, of exegesis, and
criticism " may express a conditional truth, but it is sufficient to
prevent the acceptance of Dr. Buchanan's system by any scientific
mind. S^.
The Bible—Whence And What ? By Richard B. Westhrook,
DD, L L.B. ^d edition. Philadelphia; I. B. Lippincott
Company. 1890.
The Bible And Evohjtion. By Arthur B Moss. London :
Watts & Co.
A book of the character of " The Bible—Whence and What "
cannot reach a third edition without possessing features which
justify its republication Its author does not claim for it origin-
ality, and he modes ly disclaims credit for any " particularly fine
pa> sages, if such be found " ; as he may have unconsciously repro-
duced the precise words and expression, of others. He has con-
sulted a great many works and his book is a co npilation of con-
clusions derived from them, and arranged in such a form that it
possesses a practical value which is often wanting to books of much
greater pretension. The object which Dr. Westbrook has through-
out is to show that, while the Bible is valuable as literature, as
dogma it is worse than useless. To prove this conclusion he de-
scribes the unsatisfactory nature of the material on which both the
authorized and the revised versions of the New Testament are
based, the doubtful origin of the Jewish and Christian canons of
sacred scripture, and the unworthy character of its custodians.
Dr. Westbrook refers to the fact that the miracles claimed for
early Christianity had little influence over the minds of the people,
and to the speciousness of the arguments founded on " prophicy
He adds that the writers of the Books of the Bible never claim
divine inspiration for themselves, a statement which is true taken
generally, but which requires certain exceptions. The prophets
undoubtedly claimed to deliver the messages of Jahveh, and St Paul
affirms that he received his Gospel by revelation, or "unveiling,"
of Jesus Christ. Dr. Westbrook well shows, however, that on
moral grounds alone, we are justified in denying the claim, that the
Bible is a supernatural, infallible revelation, a conclusion which
is confirmed by the many inconsistencies it contains.
Whence then was the Bible teaching derived ? Dr. Westbrook
answers this question by reference to the greater antiquity of other
religious books, especially the Hindu Vedas, which contain ideas
similar to those of the early Hebrew scripiures; and to the exis-
tence of religious orders, such as the Essenes, Therapeutae, Naza-
renes, etc., whose doctrines and worship we'-e appropriated by the
early Christians. The main articles of Christian belief he finds in
all ancient religions, and he adopts the theory of the Roman
Catholic author of The Key of the Creeds, that this key is supplied
by the worship of the Sun, whose passage through the Zndiacal
Signs formed the basis for much of the mythology of all religions.
That this has largely affected even Christianity cannot be doubted.
Dr. Westbrook maintains further that the teachings of the Bible
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were "mainly derived from, and were given character and color
by, the religious writings of other peoples who preceded them in
order of time." This conclusion also can be well established. It
would be a mistake to suppose that the book, under review, is an
attack upon religion. It is intended not to weaken the foundations
of genuine religion, but to enlarge and strengthen them, and the
whole tone of Dr. Westbrook's work, which displays the ripe con-
clusions of a judicial mind, such as we should expect from the
portrait of the author which forms the frontispiece—shows that he
has considered his subject in that spirit. A few erroneous state-
ments have crept into it, such as that Sanskrit is " mainly the
source of all ancient and modern languages " (p. 91), and that Zoro-
aster lived from four thousand years to six thousand years before
Christ (p. 166), but it is surprising perhaps that the work contains
so few of such errors.
The second book under notice, " The Bible and Evolution,"
goes over much the same ground as the foregoing, but its object
is entirely different. Mr. Moss endeavors to prove that " so far
from the Bible containing a true record of the events it professes
to narrate, a careful consideration of its contents shows that it is
inaccurate in its science, false in its history, and bad in its moral-
ity." The human origin of the Bible has been so often stated and
"demonstrated," that we now look for something more than de-
structive criticism. We look for something constructive, especially
in a work which treats of "The Bible and Evolution," where,
however, we find nothing but " matter for reflection," and the
" drift of modern thought." Mr.'Moss's book reads like a series of
lectures, and it wi 1 do for popular reading, but it is doubtful,
whether, if the attack on Christianity it contains has any effect, it
will not do more harm than good, in the absence of any attempt
to settle the principles of a true moral system. It is better to teach
the young to do good in hope of reward, and to avoid doing evil
from fear of consequences, than not to teach them at all the ne-
cessity of acting according to moral law. it.
Tin Camniinn Me/iodist Qi(arter!y does credit to the religicus
community to which it belongs. It is thoughtful in tone and liberal
in its views. This is evidenced in the July number by its treatment
of Martineau's Suit of AuDiority in Religion, and its article on
Comparative Religion. An excellent statement of the case on be-
half of Christian Socialism is given by the Ruv. W. D. P. Bliss,
who condemns Mr Bellamy's idea of an " industrial army," and
maintains, that while the true conception of the social state is or-
ganic, socialism is not itself a system, but the application of or-
ganized brotherhood in any system.
Scribmr's Magazine for September contains as usual much
readable, well illustrated matter. "Nature and Man in America"
is a first paper on this subject by Mr. N. S. Shaler. If the sub-
sequent ones are equally good they will form a valuable contribu-
tion to the question of the future of American life. Mr. Thomas
Stevens gives a description of the African river and lake systems
the importance of which for the development of the resources of
that great continent can hardly be overrated. The secret of
Africa's isolation from the benefit of civilization is said by Mr.
Stevens to be found in the cataracts of the big rivers, and in a
lesser degree in the inhospitableness of the climate. The latter
cannot well be changed, but the introduction of railways will do
much to remove the other source of isolation and will flood with
light the erewhile dark continent.
Tlie Atlantic Monthly. Boston : Houghton, Mifflin & Co.
The September number of this monthly is chiefly historical. In
the opening article on " The Perils of Historical Narrative," Mr.
Justin Winsor points out the various means by which the ele-
ments and concomitants of historical narrative become perverted
and modified, and that they are " subject to revision through the
development and readjustment of material in the hands of suc-
ceeding writers." Mr J. F. Jameson traces the progress of Med
ern European Historiography, fur the purpose of showing that
"the development is marked by a succession of phases, each of
which even if at first confined to one country is rapidly propagated,
and soon comes to be common to all Europe." The "Over the
Teacups" series of papers is continued. Mr. Oliver Wendell
Holmes gives us his ideas of the Christian Tartarus, and he im-
mortalizes Timothy Dexter, of Newbury port, "the first Lord in
the Younited States of Amercary,"
Tlie Xew Review for August contains, besides the continuation
of the combination story by H. Rider Haggard and Andrew Lang
and other readable articles, a reproduction of Prof. Max
Miiller's lecture entitled " A Lecture in Defense of Lectures."
The learned philologist, after stating certain drawbacks which
lectures possess and replying to the objections usually urged
against them, adds " I must admit that there is with lectures, more
particularly with eloquent lectures, this great danger, that they
produce too implicit a deference to authority." He ponis out that
the best safeguard against this unquestionable danger is supplied
by the Science of Language, "in showing us the intimate con-
nection between language and thought, and le ting us see how
words arise, how they change from generation to generation, how
they grow old and corrupt, and have often to be discarded alto-
gether." Prof. Max Miiller mentions the interesting fact that all
of his correspondents on the subject of the identity of , thought
and language, subsequent to his lectures on the " Science of Lan-
guage," "came to see in the end that what is called deliberate
thought was altogether impossible or inconceivable without lan-
guage."
We have received from Mr. F. W. Frankland of Wellington,
New Zealand, a number of leaflets, forming together an " Outline
of Bible Theology, " extracted from TV^e' .^^'/-JirK Mr. Frankland
entertains the view that the second .coming of Christ took place in
connection with the destruction of Jerusalem, and that it was a
literal coming in thespiiitual world. In his leaflet Tlie Time of the
^ ParoHsia^ or Second Advent and First Resurrection,' he gives the
scriptUTal reasons in su;iport of that view. We have also received
from Mr. Frankland " Seven Propositions respecting the Antici-
pative Miniature of the Second Spiritual Church," and the intro-
ductory part of "Altruism and Happiness; or Rational E^cha-
tology," with two articles by him reprinted from The Monthly Re-
vie-,0. One of these entitled " Ormuzd and Ahriman " supports
the view of the eternal pre-existence of good and evil, and the
other, " A few words on the metaphysic of space," is a reply to
W. Fitzgerald on a fourth dimension in space. Mr. Frankland
has sent us also reprints of several other articles from The Monthly
Revie70.
NOTES.
Mr. W. M. Salter writes to Mr. Hegeler : "I must copy a
'pafsage for you that I have just come across in Aristotle's Psy-
' chologv (Edwin Wallace's translation). After speaking of the
' natural function of the living being ' to create another like
' itself, animal thus producing animal, plant plant, so that they
'may as far as possible partake of the eternal and divine, ' he
' continues ' for this desire is universal, and constitutes the end
' of all natural action Since then it is impossible to share
' in the eternal and the divine in the same identical person, be-
' cause nothing mortal can remain the same and individual, each
' individual shares in this in the way it can, in some cases to a
'greater, in others to a less degree, and though not actually the
' same it continues as if it were the same, because though not one
'numerically it continues one specifically.' (II 4, g 2, Wallace,
'p. 77-)"
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